Remote control
by Nnedi Okorafor
When an alien artifact turns her into Deaths adopted daughter,
Sankofa, with her name being the only tie to her family and her past,
searches for answers as cities fall in her wake.

Children of ruin
by Adrian Tchaikovsky
Humanity and its new spider allies detect fragmentary radio signals
between the stars, dispatching an exploration vessel in hopes of
finding cousins from old Earth. By the author of the Arthur C. Clarke
Award winner Children of Time.

Project Hail Mary : a novel
by Andy Weir
The sole survivor on a desperate, last-chance mission to save both
humanity and the earth, Ryland Grace is hurtled into the depths of
space when he must conquer an extinction-level threat to our species.

Fugitive telemetry
by Martha Wells
Assisting Preservation Station security when he discovers a murdered
body on the premises, Murderbot reluctantly speaks to humans to help
identify the victim and determine what happened. By the Nebula
Award-winning author of the Raksura series.
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The city in the middle of the night

The vanished birds

by Charlie Jane Anders

by Simon Jimenez

Reluctant revolutionary Sophie survives exile by forging an unusual,
world-changing bond with a family of ice creatures that live outside the
human confines of their dying planet.

An out-of-time space traveler who only aged months while decades
passed back home navigates the loss of everyone she knew before
finding new purpose caring for a mysterious broken child who
communicates through a wooden flute.

Semiosis

The calculating stars

by Sue Burke

by Mary Robinette Kowal

Colonists from Earth wanted the perfect home, but they'll have to
survive on the one they found. They don't realize another life form
watches...and waits...Only mutual communication can forge an
alliance with the planet's sentient species and prove that humans are
more than tools.

Here and now and then
by Mike Chen
Stranded for eighteen years since the 1990s, time-traveling agent Kin
Stewart, suffering from memory loss, has started a new life, but when
rescuers from the year 2142 finally arrive, he must choose between
his current family and the one he left behind in the future.

The echo wife
by Sarah Gailey
A precarious arrangement between a man, his wife and his wifes clone
explodes in a violent confrontation that forces the two women to figure
out a creative way to stay out of prison.

The city we became
by N. K. Jemisin
This first book of an exciting new series by a Hugo Award-winning
author takes readers into the dark underbelly of New York City, where
a roiling, ancient evil stirs in the halls of power, threatening to destroy
the city and her six newborn avatars.

In 1952, a meteorite strike causes a climate cataclysm that will soon
render the earth inhospitable for humanity, forcing an accelerated effort
to colonize space, and Elma York's experience as a WASP pilot and
mathematician earns her a place as a calculator in the International
Aerospace Coalition's attempts to put man on the moon, but soon her
drive to become the first Lady Astronaut is so strong that even the most dearly held
conventions of society may not stand a chance against her.

A memory called empire
by Arkady Martine
Taking over for an ambassador who died a suspicious death, Mahit
Dzmare investigates the potential murder while navigating the alien
culture of the multi-system Teixcalaanli Empire, which is hiding a
technological secret that could impact the universe.

A desolation called peace
by Arkady Martine
A space-opera sequel to the Hugo Award-winning A Memory Called
Empire finds a desperate Fleet Captain Nine Hibiscus attempting
diplomacy with the mysterious and hostile alien armada on the edge of
Teixcalaanli space.

Gideon the ninth
by Tamsyn Muir
When the Emperor invites all eight necromancer heirs, from all eight
loyal Houses, to compete in unknown trails to possibly ascend into
something that will make them immortal, no necromancer can compete
without a skilled cavalier by their side, and Harrowhark has no choice
but to get Gideon to help her and save the future of the Ninth House.

